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About This Game

● 90 levels on 3 different zones
● collecting various jewelry

● rescue his friends
● addressing various puzzles

● 4 bonuses, givin 5d3b920ae0

Title: Danko and treasure map
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MetamorphoGames
Publisher:
Atriagames
Release Date: 6 Jan, 2017
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This is a pretty solid little puzzle game.. These are not the dank memes you are looking for. Hey .. Nice game. Bought it because
it reminded me of Boulderdash. My only gripe is the movement speed which feels too sluggish. It would be nice if I could adjust
the speed.. This game is far superior than anything I have ever played. The story is absolutely heart wrenching and has a climax
worth dying for. The characters are real and believable, the graphics are outstanding and the gameplay is just outstanding and
next generation, if you have the $2 pick this up, you wont be dissapointed.. This game is the best game i have ever played. But it
lacks the memes, so I cannot recommend it to anyone. If there was some more blazin w33d then I could send out the invites..
Nice game. Bought it because it reminded me of Boulderdash. My only gripe is the movement speed which feels too sluggish. It
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would be nice if I could adjust the speed.. Hey .. Great little game. Badly needs a level editor.. WTF is this man, only on level 3
and got stuck about 10 times lol. Reminds me of boulder dash, be noted however that some people cannot get it to work and the
steam forums are dead. Take a chance on it working and if it dont just get a refund people.
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